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I. EDUCATION AND CHILDREN’S RIGHTS
Domestic Undertakings
1. Panama provides free, compulsory primary education to all of its minor
citizens.

Education is administered by the Ministry of Education, an office of the

national government. Realizing that access to education is often hampered by the poverty
suffered by Panama’s indigenous peoples, Panama has sought to increase access by
providing subsidies to poor families that allow them to purchase required items for school
attendance, such as shoes, and help defray the costs of transportation.1 Panama has
worked, with mixed results, to provide indigenous children with education that is
culturally appropriate, including bilingual education.
International Obligations
2. Panama is a party to numerous international instruments that pertain to the
rights of children, some of which specially address the rights of indigenous children. The
Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the
Rights of the Child on children in armed conflict and the Optional Protocol on the sale of
children, child prostitution and child pornography; the ILO Minimum Age Convention,
1973 (No. 138) and (No. 182) the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 in
2000; and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in
Respect of Intercountry Adoption in 1998. Article 13 of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights recognizes the right to education (section 1), and
requires states parties to make primary education compulsory and freely available
(section 2(a)). If a state party is unable to secure compulsory, free primary education in a
1

Gobierno Nacional, Ministerio de Desarrollo Social, Informe de Avance de la Red de
Oportunidades, 17 (Dec. 2008) available at: http://www.mides.gob.pa/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2009/07/avance_diciembre_2008.pdf [Accessed Apr. 13, 2010]
[hereinafter Red de Oportunidades]
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period of two years, Article 14 requires that state to work out and adopt a plan of action
for doing so. Articles 10, 11, and 12 also address rights that pertain to children.
3. Article 24 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights protects
children from discrimination, and Article 27 secures the right of ethnic minorities to
preserve and participate in their own cultures, religions and languages; and requires that
children be registered at birth.

The Convention on the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination requires that states parties guarantee the right to education without
distinction as to race, color, or national or ethnic origin (Article 5(d)(v)). The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, although a declaration, is considered binding customary
international law.

The Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, while not

binding, does provide a framework for interpreting Panama’s existing legal obligations to
its indigenous peoples. Articles 11, 12, 13 and 15 list rights having to do with cultural,
religious, and linguistic preservation. These rights affect children, because children have
the right to learn about these practices. Article 14 discusses the right to education, and
section 1 of that article states that indigenous peoples have the right to “establish and
control their educational systems and institutions providing education in their own
languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.”
Articles 17 and 22 also address rights of children.
Human Rights on the Ground
4. The indigenous peoples of Panama suffer a higher rate of illiteracy,2 and rural
indigenous women suffer an especially high rate.3
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United Nations Economic and Social Council, Concluding Observations of the
Committee on Economic , Social and Cultural Rights: Panama, Consideration of
Reports by State Parties Under Articles 16 and 17 of the Covenant, ¶ 12, E/C.12/Add.64,
Sept. 24, 2001, available at:
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5. While Panama makes an effort to register all children at birth, some indigenous
and rural children remain unregistered.4 Lack of registration prevents Panama from
knowing the full measure of how many indigenous children lack adequate nutrition,
healthcare, and education, and may contribute to Panama’s lack of adequate institutional
presence in these communities5.
6. Two problems keep indigenous children from the full enjoyment of their right
to education. The first problem is poverty. Poverty has numerous negative effects on the
fulfillment of the right to education. Many indigenous children live in rural areas far
from the closest schools.6 Additionally, their only form of transportation is by foot.7
This means that in order to attend school, these children must walk for as many as ten
hours.8 Indigenous children also do not always own shoes,9 which not only increases the
problem of transportation, but can effectively work as a bar to education, as Panamanian
children are required to wear shoes to school.10 Poverty also leads to a high incidence of

http://www.universalhumanrightsindex.org/documents/827/498/document/en/pdf/text.pdf
[accessed Apr. 13, 2010].
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[accessed Apr. 13, 2010].
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child labor.11 Not only does Panama have an international obligation to protect its
children from being forced to work, but this practice also prevent these children from
being able to attend school. Malnutrition12 is another result of poverty that is not only a
violation of the right to health, but that also prevents children’s enjoyment of their right
to education.
7. The second problem is a lack of educational programs that adequately address
indigenous children’s unique needs.

Many indigenous children speak Spanish as a

second language, if at all, and speak their native indigenous languages instead.13
Bilingual education in Panama is limited, as are teachers able to speak these indigenous
languages.14 When bilingual education is provided, it often suffers from a lack of input
from the indigenous community, resulting in an inaccurate presentation by the educators
of indigenous language and culture.15
8. Panama has made some efforts to improve indigenous children’s access to
education. These efforts need to be maintained, improved, and increased.
II. DEGRADATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
9. The country of Panama is developing rapidly in both infrastructure and
economy, especially with loans from institutions such as The World Bank. In addition to
its economic resources, Panama is vastly rich in natural resources. Many of Panama’s
natural wonders remain preserved, since infrastructure has not yet been developed to
facilitate tourism in remote parts of the country. However, the tourism industry in
Panama is expanding quickly due to growing infrastructure. Panama is pursuing many

11
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developmental projects that extend into environmentally protected parts of the country,
some of which are also the ancestral land sites of Panama’s indigenous groups.
10. The main danger to Panamanian indigenous peoples’ rights to conservation
and protection of their environment is the threat of ecosystem disruption due to
development. Both construction and an increase in tourist access to indigenous lands and
environment are products of development in Panama.

Although the economies of

indigenous communities will benefit from an increase in tourism, Panama must still give
careful consideration to preserving its ecosystems and the indigenous peoples living
within them before taking irrevocable action in the name of development. Panama has
recognized this, and in some instances has partnered with environmental groups to
develop a strategy to preserve Panama’s environment and the rights of its indigenous
peoples thereto, while simultaneously advancing Panama’s infrastructure and economy.
Certain Protected Areas and Indigenous Inhabitants
11. The geography of Panama is divided into provinces. Comarcas are reserved
to the indigenous groups of Panama pursuant to the Panamanian constitution.16 The
Comarca Ngöbe-Buglé is partially within the province of Bocas del Toro, and is shared
by the two distinct indigenous peoples of Ngöbe and Buglé.17

Communities of

indigenous peoples in the province include the Ngöbe, Buglé, and Naso.18 The Ngöbe
peoples have a peoples of 200,000, which is the greatest of all 7 indigenous groups in

16

Constitution of the Republic of Panama, art. 127.
Defensoria del Pueblo (hereinafter “Defensoria”), Interview (Jan. 7, 2010).
18
Id.
17
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Panama.19 The Buglé and Naso peoples each have a peoples of 3,000.20 These numbers
are subject to change when Panama’s 2010 census is completed.21
12. The environmentally protected lands encompassed by the Bocas del Toro
Province include La Amistad National Park, Palo Seco Protected Woodland Area, the
Bastimento Island National Park, and the San San Pond-Sak Wetland.22 The area is
recognized as a United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(“UNESCO”) Biosphere Reserve and World Heritage Site.

23

The area is densely

forested, with four species of mangroves, flooded coastal forests, and cloud and lowland
forests.24 There are an additional 180 plant species exclusive to Panama found only in
the region.25
13. On the northeastern coast of Panama the province of San Blas encompasses
the Comarca Kuna Yala. The Comarca Kuna Yala comprises an archipelago of 365
islands and a strip of land stretching 373 kilometers along the northeastern coast of
Panama.26 There are a total of 49 Kuna Yala communities in the comarca, with 36
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inhabiting the islands and 13 inhabiting the mainland.27 In 2004 the peoples of Comarca
Kuna Yala was 67,487 peoples.28
The Development Projects
14. Article 8(j) of the Convention on Biological Diversity states each party shall
“respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and
local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and
sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application.” Despite this
obligation, Panama has arguably suppressed, instead of “preserved” and “promoted”, the
lifestyles of the Ngöbe, Buglé, and Naso during the development of Changuinola-75
(“Chan-75”) hydroelectric dam.
15. Chan-75 is being constructed on the Changuinola River. Construction is
taking place in La Amistad Biosphere Reserve in the Bocas del Toro province. The
project required government concession of 6,215 hectares of the Palo Seco protected
forest to the construction company AES-Changuinola.29 The dam will flood four Ngöbe
communities and displace them from their homes, affecting approximately 1,000 peoples
in the communities of Charco la Pava, Valle del Rey, Guayabal, and Changuinola
Arriba.30 An additional 4,000 Ngöbe people will be affected by the construction of the
dam.31 Chan-75 is heralded by the Panamanian government as a sustainable form of
electricity generation that can provide extensive benefits to the developing country as a
27

Id.
Id.
29
Ellen Lutz, Human Rights Violations by the Government of Panama Directed Against
Ngobe Indigenous Communities and Individuals in the Changuinola River Valley, Bocas
del Toro, Panama: Petition to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,
Cultural Survival and ACD (Mar. 7, 2008).
30
Alianza para la Conservacion y el Desarrollo (hereinafter “ACD”), Panama is in
Breach of its Obligations to Indigenous Peoples under the Convention on the Elimination
of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, 5.
31
Id.
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whole. Although the Panamanian government made a rational choice by implementing
the dam, the indigenous peoples inhabiting Bocas del Toro have experienced, and will
continue to experience, disparate impacts of the project from the rest of the country’s
peoples. Another disparity can be seen between the amount of compensation received by
the indigenous groups and the burdens they must bear for the project.
16. Chan-75 is in the backyard of the Ngöbe, Buglé, and Naso. These groups will
be permanently impacted by the environmental changes resulting from the finished
project. Hydroelectric power plants adversely affect aquatic and streamside habitats,
despite their reputation for being a clean and renewable source of energy. Dams block
fish passage to spawning areas and impact stream flow through the diversion of water.
Hydroelectric plants lower the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water to negatively
impact water quality.32

From the government’s perspective, the environmental

consequences of the dam are outweighed by the benefits hydroelectric power generation
will bring for the country’s people as a whole. However, the consequences will not be
outweighed for the indigenous communities of Bocas del Toro who must directly
experience them, unless they are adequately compensated.
17. An additional impact of Chan-75 will on indigenous communities and their
environment is the clearing of land for construction and new residential areas for the
relocation of indigenous communities. In 2001 Panama received a loan from The World
Bank in the amount of $47.9 million to facilitate a land administration project.33 The
aims of the project were to improve land tenure security and “enhance natural resources

32

Environmental Literacy Council, Hydroelectric Power (Feb. 21, 2010)
(http://www.enviroliteracy.org/article.php/59.html).
33
The World Bank, Projects and Operations, Panama Land Administration Project
(http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64312881&piPK=64302848
&theSitePK=40941&Projectid=P050595).
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conservation through the consolidation of the National System of Protected Areas and
indigenous peoples’ territories.”34 However, the problem of deforestation and protection
of rare species remains an issue despite funding from The World Bank to conserve
natural resources.35
Indigenous Water Use Rights
18. In conjunction with Nature Conservancy Panama (“Conservancy”), the
government of Panama has begun a program to compensate indigenous peoples for water
use by outsiders of the community during development. Development companies use the
lands, labor, and watersheds of the indigenous communities, sometimes providing in
return only 1% of profits.36

The State of Panama has signed a Memorandum of

Understanding (“MOU”) with the Nature Conservancy to advance environmental
conservation under its obligation to the Convention on Biological Diversity (“CBD”).
Pursuant to the MOU, the Conservancy is also working to “develop payments for
environmental services by creating water use fees, where private sector industries
dependent on the region’s watersheds make ‘environmental services payments’ that
support community development and natural resources management.”37

The

Conservancy’s efforts, facilitated by the Panamanian government, could provide
adequate compensation to indigenous communities for water usage by developers. This

34

The World Bank, Projects and Operations, Panama Land Administration Project
(http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?pagePK=64312881&piPK=64302848
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positive action by the Panamanian government is noteworthy in evaluating Panama’s
compliance with its international obligations.
Solid Waste Disposal System
19. Article 10 of the United Nations Framework on Climate Change and Kyoto
Protocol states all parties shall “[f]ormulate, implement, publish and regularly update
national and, where appropriate, regional programmes containing measures to mitigate
climate change and measures to facilitate adequate adaptation to climate change . . .
[s]uch programmes would, inter alia, concern . . . waste management[.]” Furthermore,
Articles 21 and 29 of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provide
evidence of customary international law. They state, respectively, “[i]ndigenous peoples
have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social
conditions, including in the are[a] of . . . sanitation [and] health,” and, “[i]ndigenous
peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the
productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and
implement assistance programs for indigenous peoples for such conservation and
protection, without discrimination.”
20. The waste disposal system in Panama is not organized or efficient. Law 2 of
Jan. 7, 1992 creates the regulatory and institutional framework for Panama’s water supply
and sanitation sector, and assigns regulatory authority to the Ministry of Health.
However, waste management in Panama is decentralized, and the responsibility of
municipalities.38 Additionally, there is no official recycling program instated in the

38

Association for the Advancement of New Development Alternatives (hereinafter
“APRONAD”), The Solid Waste Management in Panama (2001).
10

country.

Instead, an underground network of street and landfill scavengers sells

recovered recyclable materials to private companies for continued use.39
21. Panama’s environmental agency, Autoridad National del Ambiente
(“ANAM”), has implemented the National Strategy of the Environment: Environmental
Management for Sustainable Development 2008-2012.

The Strategy recognizes an

increase in drinking water contamination and an increase in solid waste due to boosts in
the economy and peoples. Panama’s recognition of these issues is a positive step, and
this section seeks to illustrate the benefits that the country can enjoy upon
implementation of a centralized waste management system.
22. Implementing an organized solid waste disposal system and recycling
program could benefit Panama in 3 instances, literally creating economic value out of
garbage. First, implementing a centralized framework for solid waste management and
recycling, as well as its regulation, would create many jobs for Panamanians. Second,
reusing recyclable materials would free-up landfill space, and decrease the pollution and
contamination that can result from excess waste. Third, implementing efficient waste
management and recycling programs in tourist areas would conserve the beauty of those
areas and ensure economic gains from tourism into the future.
Increased Tourism and Trash in San Blas
23. The San Blas islands in the Comarca Kuna Yala, provide an illustration of the
third point. Tourism among resident Panamanians to the San Blas islands has increased
drastically in the last two years. This increase is due to the recent pavement of the

39

Richard Linowes and Mollie Brown Hupert, “The Tropical Waste Dilemma: waste
management in Panama,” International Journal of Emerging Markets, Vol. 1 No. 3, 231232 (2006)
(http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/ViewContentServlet?Filename=/published/emer
aldfulltextarticle/pdf/3010010303.pdf).
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perilous road that leads to the Panamanian shoreline of the Caribbean Sea, and thereby
the San Blas islands. Before the pavement of the rollercoaster-like roads, the vehicles
were pulled to the top of the steep hills by chains while passengers were required to exit
the vehicles and travel the hills by foot.40 Panamanians have taken advantage of the
faster and somewhat safer travel to San Blas islands, but not necessarily international
travelers.41
24. A local Kuna Yala member stated on the issue of tourism that “the economy
of Kuna Yala has benefited, but the environment has not.”42 The problem of solid waste
disposal is becoming a real issue for the Kuna Yala, since the islands are very small and
there is not space for solid waste disposal.

The Kuna Yala send their cans to Colombia

for recycling and burn their paper trash, but have no way of recycling or otherwise
managing the excess plastic refuse. Additionally, some trash generated by tourists gets
discarded in the ocean and washes up to the island shores. Some Kuna Yala members
have found new and imaginative uses for the plastic bottles, such as lining the exterior
walls of huts or children’s arts and crafts projects. However, there is too much trash for
the Kuna Yala to put to beneficial use without the help of the government.

While the

Kuna Yala enjoy a boost to their economy with heightened tourism, it is a wash because
the return includes a deteriorated environment that the Kuna Yala must remediate.
Climate Change in San Blas
25. The increased amount of refuse on the islands only exacerbates the preexisting
stress brought by climate change. The effects of climate change are observable on the
islands of San Blas. Rising sea levels are an everyday threat to the island-dwelling Kuna

40

Interview with Kuna Member (Jan. 9, 2010).
Interview with Kuna Guide (Jan. 9, 2010).
42
Id.
41
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Yala, and they fear their island-homelands will soon be engulfed by the ocean.43 The
Comarca Kuna Yala extends into the mainland, but there is not enough land capacity to
facilitate immigration onto the mainland of all 36 island-dwelling communities.44 This is
because a lot of the mainland is dedicated to subsistence agriculture, on which all Kuna
Yala communities depend for their livelihood.45

Every Kuna Yala community has

territory on the comarca mainland where crops are grown for consumption.46 Climate
change thereby creates a “catch-22” for the Kuna Yala peoples’ survival, making it
inevitable that one day the peoples must choose between using the mainland for
subsistence agriculture or housing. However, it is not feasible for them to choose, since
both choices are integral to survival.
Conclusion
26. Development enables the enrichment of Panamanian society, but the
consequences of that enrichment should not outweigh the benefits. As a developing
country, Panama should seriously consider and mitigate the adverse impacts major
development projects have on indigenous peoples and their environment. Indigenous
communities should not be subjected to experiencing disparate burdens of development
without an equitable return. Similarly, Panama should implement a centralized and more
efficient waste management system to create jobs, benefit from the reuse of recyclable
materials, and preserve the beauty of its natural environment.
III. LAND INFRINGEMENTS
The Problem

43

Comarca Kuna Yala, Interview (Jan. 9, 2010).
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45
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46
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44
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27. The problems indigenous peoples face regarding the protection of their lands
are well documented. Noting the early development of laws regarding indigenous lands
in Panama, Stephanie Wickman stated that, “[e]arly legislation regarding indigenous
peoples in Panama called for their conversion to civilized life. The means specified
included the transfer of Indian lands to nonindigenous settlers and the promotion of state
sanctioned agriculture on former indigenous lands.”47 This policy has been driven by the
desire to promote international development.48 The problem of land infringements is not
just a problem from the past, but is something indigenous peoples are facing constantly
today. While indigenous peoples who live on a comarca have some legal independence
for their lands, they are still constantly dealing with infringements by outsiders. Worse is
the situation of indigenous peoples off the comarca, who rarely have their collective land
rights enforced by the government.49 This section will briefly discuss the land
infringement problems faced in three indigenous Panamanian communities.
The Madungandi Peoples
28. In the 1970’s, the World Bank provided $42 million to build the Bayano Dam
that flooded 350 kilometers of land, forcing 2,500 indigenous peoples, mostly
Madungandi, off their lands.50 These were traditional lands of the Madungandi people,

47

Stephanie Wickstrom, The Politics of Development in Indigenous Panama, 30 LATIN
AMERICAN
PERSPECTIVES 43, 45 (2003), available at http://www.lap.sagepub.org.
48
Id. at 44.
49
Roger Plant and Soren Hvalkof, Land Titling and Indigenous Peoples, Inter-American
Development Bank Technical Paper, 2001, http://www.iadb.org/sds/doc/IND-109E.pdf
(“Yet, there is no jurisprudence to cover the claims of indigenous groups outside the
comarcas. Indigenous organizations are proposing special legislation to recognize the
collective rights of these indigenous groups over the lands they occupied.).
50
Hector Huertas and Bonerge Pacheco, The Bayano Hudroelctric Dam in Panama, Aug.
30, 2002, http://www.nadir.org/nadir/initiativ/agp/free/imf/panama/bayano.htm.
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and had been protected by statute for the Madungandi for decades.51 The peoples were
removed to their current comarca, which is smaller than the previous territory and of an
inferior quality, while being located at a higher elevation.52 Many peoples became sick
from decomposing vegetation, and the culture was weakened by the removal from
traditional locations.53 The Madungandi were promised compensation by the government
of General Torrijos (1968-1981), but only to those who held titled land. Holding title in
this particular indigenous community is generally not possible due to the collective landholding traditions of the Madungandi. This has led the Madungandi to go
uncompensated, in contravention of international law (discussed below), for over 30
years.
29. Equally problematic, peasant farmers, called Colonos, illegally settle on the
Madungandi lands thanks to the extension of the Pan-American Highway which made
access to the remote comarca less of an obstacle.54 The Colonos cut down forests, exhaust
land fertility, and then frequently sell land to cattle ranchers.55 The effect of these illegal
settlements of Madungandi land is to limit access to already limited lands, and reduce
access to traditional ways of living. These problems have led to violent protests by the
Madungandi people that have involved tear gassings and multiple arrests of Madungandi
people.56

51

No. 18 art. 1, Gaceta Oficial 1934.
Report 58/09, Petition 12.354, Admissibility, Kuna of Madungandi and Embera of
Bayano Indigenous Peoples and their Members, (Apr. 21, 2009), available at
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See Id.
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The Naso Peoples
30. The Naso peoples have traditionally inhabited parts of western Panama. In
1914, much of their land was given to the United Fruit Company, then later to the
Ganadera Bocas, a ranching company.57 The Naso are a relatively small community
numbering only about 3,500 and inhabit 11 villages.58 Today, many Naso still live on the
cattle ranch that only arguably has legal title to the land.59 Twice in 2009 the Ganadera
Bocas Company, along with support from local police, tore down Naso housing, leaving
hundreds of indigenous peoples homeless.60 The Naso people frequently face
discrimination like this. It is, however, just the beginning of their problems. The Bonyic
Dam is a $50 million development project that is underway in the Naso’s region.61 While
certain concessions are being offered to the Naso, like clinics and scholarships, the
development will not only encroach further on Naso lands, but will undermine their
traditional way of life.62
31. Being one of two indigenous communities in Panama not to have been given a
semi-independent comarca, the Naso are without recourse to protect their land claims.
The Panamanian National Assembly rejected a law to create a comarca for the Naso

57
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peoples in June of 2004.63 Instead, the government passed Law 72 in 2008 which
approved an organic charter for the Corregimiento Comarcal Naso.64 This would not give
the Naso the same rights that other indigenous communities have been given. It would
place them under the authority of a mayor who would be appointed by the Mayor of
Changuinola, an area where the Naso are a minority.65 The Naso have rejected this
solution on grounds that they are being discriminated against in relation to other
indigenous communities, because it does not represent their traditional leadership
structure, and because they were not allowed to participate in the drafting of the law.66
The Embera-Wounaan Peoples
32. The Embera-Wounaan people are actually two distinct groups who share a
bifurcated comarca that is mostly located in the remote Darien region of eastern Panama.
The total peoples of the comarca is approximately 30,000 peoples. The Embera-Wounaan
have also had numerous problems in relation to their land. For starters, 500 Embera face
the same problem arising from the Bayano Dam as the problem discussed above that are
faced by the Madungandi.67 These people were removed from their territories in the
1970’s and still live without compensation for the removal.
33. Furthermore, the Embera-Wounaan have faced numerous land infringement
problems. In the 1970’s, the Torrijo’s regime promised a large swath of land to the
Embera community, which was later rescinded under General Noriega.68 Since this time,
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Colonos have constantly invaded indigenous lands both on and off the comarca, which
has lead to protests that often turn violent.69
Affirmative Obligation to Protect Indigenous Lands
34. The Panamanian government is under an affirmative obligation, both through
domestic and international law, to protect indigenous lands. The Panamanian Constitution
in Article 4 declares that Panama will abide by the rules of international law.70 This
statement binds Panama not only to the various treaties that it has signed in relation to
indigenous peoples, but also to any customary law on the subject.
35. Panama voted to approve the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(DRIP).71 While this is only a declaration, and is therefore not binding international law,
the fact that it passed the U.N. General Assembly with such a strong vote of support (143
votes in support, 11 abstentions, and 4 against which included Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, and the United States72), has strong persuasive value. Furthermore, the fact that
Panama itself voted in favor of DRIP should provide further incentive for the
Panamanian government to abide by its text.
36. Many articles within DRIP in some way touch on the issues related to land
infringements. Article 8 protects indigenous peoples against forced assimilation or
cultural destruction, which includes dispossession from indigenous lands.73Article 10
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requires consent for removal from lands, and requires compensation when removal does
occur.74 Article 18 requires that indigenous peoples have the right to participate in
decision-making when those decisions affect their rights.75 Article 19 requires states to
gain informed consent before passing legislation that affects indigenous peoples. 76 Most
important to this discussion is Article 26 which states,
“Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which
they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired. . . .
Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands,
territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or
other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise
acquired. . . . States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands,
territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to
the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples
concerned.77
Finally, Articles 28 and 29 give indigenous peoples the right to redress when their lands
and resources have been taken, and the right to conserve their environmental integrity.78
37. The International Labor Organization, Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention of 1957 (C107) is binding on Panama due to its ratification of the
Convention. Article 11 of C107 guarantees indigenous peoples the right of ownership,
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either collectively or as individuals, of lands traditionally occupied by those peoples.79
Article 12 bans removal from lands without consent unless there is an exceptional
circumstance.80 Even if indigenous peoples are removed, they are to be given lands of
equal quality that is suitable for present and future development needs, and compensation
must be made for any taking.81 A follow-up to this convention was written in 1989
(C169). This convention has many similar articles that restrict governments from
infringing on indigenous lands, and requires compensation for infringements that take
place.82 While Panama is not a party to this convention, most South and Central
American nations are. Considering these are countries with high indigenous peoples, it is
reasonable to say that this convention should have persuasive value.
38. Panama has ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR). The ICCPR has numerous articles designed to prevent discrimination against
ethnic groups, provide for equal protection of law, and to protect the free disposal of
property. In making this point, one report submitted on Panama to the U.N. Human
Rights Committee stated, “Articles 1, 2(1), 2(2), 2(3), 6(1), 26, and 27 by failing to grant
comarca territorial status to other indigenous peoples and to adopt measures to enable
indigenous peoples to fully enjoy their interdependent and indivisible civil, political,
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cultural, economic, and social, cultural, civil, and political rights, in full equality and
without discrimination.”83
39. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD) is also binding law that is relevant to issues of land infringement. The
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination made clear that land
infringements of indigenous peoples are of primary concern to it through General
Recommendation 23 in which it stated, “The Committee especially calls upon States
parties to recognize and protect the rights of indigenous peoples to own, develop, control
and use their communal lands, territories and resources and, where they have been
deprived of their lands and territories traditionally owned or otherwise inhabited or used
without their free and informed consent, to take steps to return those lands and
territories.”84 Article 5 of the Convention provides all persons “the right to own property
alone as well as in association with others.”85 The ICERD committee admonished
Panama, stating that, “In the light of article 5 of the Convention, it is noted with concern
that the issue of land rights of indigenous peoples has remained unsolved in a great
majority of cases. . . . The Committee strongly recommends that the State party actively
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pursue its current efforts to implement fully the right of indigenous peoples to own
property and land.”86
40. Panama also ratified the American Convention on Human Rights in 1978
(ACHR). The ACHR has a number of relevant articles relating to property, in particular
Article 21, which protects the right to enjoyment of property and the requirement of
compensation for taking of property. In interpreting the Convention, along with the
American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights made very clear that indigenous peoples have the right to collective
ownership of traditional lands. The court stated in Dann v. U.S.,
[T]he Commission is of the view that the provisions of the American Declaration
should be interpreted and applied in the context of indigenous petitioners with due
regard to the particular principles of international human rights law governing the
individual and collective interests of indigenous peoples. Particularly pertinent
provisions of the Declaration in this respect include Article II (the right to
equality under the law), Article XVIII (the right to a fair trial), and Article XXIII
(the right to property). . . .[T]his approach includes the taking of special measures
to ensure recognition of the particular and collective interest that indigenous
peoples have in the occupation and use of their traditional lands and resources and
their right not to be deprived of this interest except with fully informed consent,
under conditions of equality, and with fair compensation. The Commission wishes
to emphasize that by interpreting the American Declaration so as to safeguard the
integrity, livelihood and culture of indigenous peoples through the effective
86
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protection of their individual and collective human rights, the Commission is
respecting the very purposes underlying the Declaration which, as expressed in its
Preamble, include recognition that “[s]ince culture is the highest social and
historical expression of that spiritual development, it is the duty of man to
preserve, practice and foster culture by every means within his power.”87
41. If the Court did not make their point clear enough in Dann, they certainly did
so in Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v.Nicaragua in 2001. In this case the
Court affirmatively stated that indigenous peoples have a right to claim ownership of
traditional lands, and to do so in a communal fashion.88
42. Panamanian domestic law also requires that the government take certain
protective actions regarding indigenous lands. Article 17 of the Constitution states that
the government must protect the property of its citizens.89 While this does not speak
directly to the indigenous peoples, it is inclusive of all citizens, and therefore, any failure
by the government to protect indigenous property fails under Article 17. More
importantly, however, Article 127 speaks directly to the rights of indigenous peoples.
Article 127 guarantees indigenous peoples necessary lands and collective ownership
sufficient to support their economic and social welfare.90 This article provides the
strongest legal documentation of Panamas affirmative obligation to protect indigenous
property. Law 41, passed in 1998, is also important for indigenous peoples in relation to
their right to the resources on their lands. This law guarantees they have access to natural
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resources, including, e.g., forests and subsurface resources, mining, and that they be
properly consulted and compensated for any infringement of this right.91
Recommendations
43. When looking at the totality of both Panamanian domestic law and
international law on the subject of indigenous land rights, it becomes clear that Panama
has an affirmative duty to protect traditional lands of indigenous peoples, and compensate
indigenous peoples when land has been taken. In light of this, we recommend the
following be done as corrective actions for the various wrongs to the Panamanian
indigenous communities:
•

Pass legislation providing a comarca for the Naso people.

•

Assist in enforcing laws that restrict non-indigenous settlements on comarca land.

•

Create a dispute resolution process for indigenous persons to adjudicate land
takings.

•

Compensate the Madungandi for being forced from their traditional lands. The
compensation should cover the removal from the lands, compensate for the lower
quality of lands, and include interest for the nearly 40 years passed without
compensation.

•

Compensate Embera who were removed from traditional lands without
compensation.

•

Implement a titling and recognition plan that proactively recognizes traditional
lands.

IV.

RIGHT TO HEALTH

International Standards
91
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45. Panama is a party to multiple International Treaties that address and impose
obligations upon the state concerning the right to health. Panama ratified the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights in 1977.92 Article 12 of the ICESCR
imposes an obligation upon the Panamanian government to recognize the right of its
peoples to the highest attainable standards of health.93 Through Article 12 of the
ICESCR, the government is also obligated to provide conditions ensuring access to
medical care, steps to prevent disease, and to reduce infant mortality.94 Panama is also a
party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Ratified in 1977, the
ICCPR requires state parties to guarantee every human being the inherent right to life.95
In addition, Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that all
peoples have a right to a standard of living adequate for the health and wellbeing of
himself and his family. 96
46. Additionally, Panama has voted to approve the Universal Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (“DRIP”). Although this instrument is not binding, it
nevertheless provides a guideline for governments and includes rights that should be
afforded their indigenous peoples. Article 24 of DRIP states that indigenous groups have
the right to traditional medicines and health practices, and have a right to access all health
services provided by the state.97
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Domestic Undertakings
47. The government of Panama provides its citizens with one of the most
extensive healthcare systems in Latin America. Panama’s health expenditure is 8.4% of
GDP, making it one of the highest spending countries on healthcare in Latin America.98
However this system is not reaching the rural areas of Panama, and therefore does not
afford the indigenous peoples with the healthcare required by international law. The
Panamanian government has taken active steps to provide adequate healthcare to its
citizens, primarily through the country’s constitution and legislation. Chapter VI of the
Panamanian constitution states that it is the obligation of the government to ensure the
health of the peoples and to develop national policies ensuring optimal nutrition and
combating of disease.99 Likewise, Panama has enacted legislation, specifically Law 4376,
incorporating traditional practices into the healthcare system. Although Panamanian law
provides protections and obligations, the indigenous communities of Panama are still at a
disadvantage when it comes to healthcare due to a lack in access, a lack in cultural
understanding, and extreme poverty among the indigenous peoples of Panama.
Lack of Access
48. The comarcas in which indigenous peoples live remain isolated from the
urban centers of Panama. About 82 % of Panama’s indigenous peoples live in rural areas
of the country.100 Because these areas are remote and tend to be long distances from
urban centers, access to healthcare is scarce. Panama’s indigenous peoples are extremely
dispersed across geographically limiting areas of the country, therefore making it more
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difficult to provide equal access to healthcare.

101

Particularly, the Nobe-Bugle and

Embera comarcas have very little road access. Roads that are available are in very poor
condition and are highly weather dependent.102 Likewise, the comarcas are located
prohibitively far distances from the nearest health centers. Often, individuals must walk
for hours or days to reach the nearest health facilities.103
Use of Traditional Medicine and Practices
49. Another important factor that must be addressed is the use of traditional
medicine and healthcare practices. While access to healthcare is scarce, many of the
individuals that can reach health facilities choose not to due to a lack in understanding of
traditional health practices.104 Many of the customs and practices involving
administration of medicine, childbirth, and treatment of illness are very different from
that of developed countries. Because of this there is a perceived lack of understanding
and lack of respect for the use of the various practices causing individuals from the
indigenous communities to avoid seeking healthcare at state health facilities.105 Many
from the indigenous communities report that they would seek state sponsored healthcare
if traditional notions and practices were respected.106 The Panamanian government is
attempting to combat this problem through the training of traditional birth attendants.107
Panama enacted Law 4376 in 1999 to incorporate of traditional medicine into primary
healthcare. This includes incorporating birth attendants into the healthcare system and
researching traditionally used medicinal plants, however Law 4376 yet to be
101
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implemented effectively.108 In addition, with regards to traditional medicine, a primary
concern of many of the indigenous communities is the preservation of traditional
medicinal plants.109 Much of the land within the comarcas, particularly in the San Blas
area, is being sold to developers without the consent of the communities by the
Panamanian government. Consequently, many of the medicinal plants used to treat
individuals within the community are being destroyed, causing serious concern among
the community physicians.110
Poverty
50. One of the main factors that contribute to a lack in healthcare is the
tremendously high level of poverty among the indigenous peoples of Panama. Over 80%
of Panama’s indigenous peoples live in poverty and over 50% live in extreme poverty.111
This creates a lack in nutrition, a lack in ability to access healthcare facilities, and a lack
in education on preventative healthcare. Malnutrition among indigenous children is just
under 60% as compared to only 16% among non-indigenous children.112 In order to
combat this Panama has implemented the Red de Oportunidades program. Individuals
who live below the poverty line qualify for this government cash transfer program. In
order to receive cash transfers the program requires that pregnant women and children of
recipients use necessary health services and attend regular schooling.113 All individuals
within the comarcas qualify for this program due to the fact that over 90% of the peoples
within the comarcas are living below the poverty line.114 In other words these individuals
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are earning less than one dollar per day.115 Likewise, the World Bank distributes money
to the government of Panama for development funding. Much of this funding is to be
used to provide food for those living below poverty levels, however often funding is used
elsewhere and when food is distributed to the indigenous peoples it is frequently spoiled
causing an increase in malnutrition.116
51. The disparity in healthcare among the indigenous peoples of Panama creates a
multitude of health concerns within the country. Infant mortality rates among the
indigenous peoples are at the levels of the national rates in the 1970’s.117 Malnutrition
among children is rampant and healthcare facilities are virtually inaccessible to those that
choose to seek them. Although the government of Panama has been implementing
various programs to combat the disparities present in the healthcare system, more must be
done to comply with the international obligations that Panama has chosen freely to
undertake. It would greatly benefit the indigenous peoples of Panama if the government
were to ratify ILO 169. ILO 169 concerns indigenous peoples in independent states and
guarantees certain rights and protections. In particular ILO 169 requires that states
“ensure that members of these peoples benefit on an equal footing from the rights and
opportunities which national laws and regulations grant to other members of the
peoples.”118 While the government of Panama has shown great resistance to becoming a
party to ILO 169, there is tremendous hope and support for ratification among the
indigenous peoples of Panama.119
V.

PRISONERS RIGHTS
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Managerial Structure
52. The Dirección General del Sistema Penitenciario (DGSP), within the Ministry
of Government and Justice, a division within the executive branch, is responsible for
planning, organizing, directing, implementing and monitoring the national prison
system.120 This includes stand-alone prisons and those found within police stations, a
total of 18 locations. The National Police are a division of the Panamanian Public
Forces, also under the executive.121 The National Police are officially responsible for the
external security of the prisons, but often provide internal security because there is a
shortage of civilian guards.122 The Ombudsman’s Office is the domestic institution
responsible for investigating alleged human rights violations. Established in 1997, it is
an independent institution, but only has jurisdiction over alleged violations by the
executive branch. After investigating alleged violations the office issues “results and
criticisms” but has no authority to assess penalties.123 The information gathered is sent
back to the executive branch to punish violations; a circular and possibly fruitless
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process.124 Any large-scale violations by the executive could see little accountability in
the domestic process.
International Standards
53. Prisoners have the right to adequate standards of living and the most attainable
standards of physical and mental health.125 This includes accommodation conditions with
adequate health care, ventilation, floor space, bedding, and room temperatures.126
International standards also call for the segregation of prisoners not yet convicted and
awaiting trial, and the detention of these individuals is to be used by courts sparingly and
“not the general rule”.127

Additionally, prisoners are to be free from acts of torture or
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cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.128 All of these rights must be enforced without a
discriminatory purpose or effect.129
Domestic Implementation
54. Panama’s Constitution provides for the protection of health, security, and
welfare.130 It establishes a duty on Panama to ensure the health of the general peopless
and individual rights to the preservation of physical, mental, and social welfare.131 There
are many programs and plans cited by Panama to ensure health rights for the general
peopless.132 Additionally, Act No. 55 of July 30, 2003, provides extensive guarantees for
the health and living conditions of prisoners.133
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responsibility to ensure the well-being of prisoners with regard to a wide range of
medical services and operated through the prison clinics.134 Law 55 also mandates that
the living conditions be adequately maintained and that an effective system of custody
and treatment be developed.

135

Other domestic laws reinforce all the standards above,

address drug addiction issues, and call for the prisoners’ equal access to healthcare as
would be provided to the general public.136 Domestic law also calls for a certain level of
sanitation in all matters including water quality.137
55. Law 55 stipulates that prisoners pending an investigation are to be separated
from convicted inmates.138 The judicial procedure code states that ‘…Detention pending
investigation in prison establishments may be ordered only when all other measures are
inadequate….”139
56. The Constitution also places a duty on the state to protect the dignity of all
peoples within the jurisdiction of Panama.140 It specifically prohibits measures that
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“impair the physical, mental or moral integrity of detainees.”141 Other laws call for a
certain scope of behavior by the National Police, who are the majority of prison
guards.142 This includes protecting the basic rights and freedoms of those within the
jurisdiction of the state without discrimination.143 They are explicitly prevented from
“inflicting, instigating or tolerating acts of torture and other cruel inhuman or degrading
treatment.”144
57. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,
which mandates that all rights be enforced without discriminatory purpose or effect, is
directly enforceable or justiciable in Panamanian courts.145 The Panama Constitution
also prohibits discrimination based on race.146
58. Panama’s domestic legal framework, as enacted, complies with its
international obligations. Conversely, their domestic legal framework, as enforced, does
not rise to the same level of compliance to international obligations.
Indigenous Issues
59. Indigenous peopless are likely disproportionately represented among the
prison peopless. The indigenous make up 10.5% of the general peopless.147 Statistics on
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the number incarcerated are difficult to determine because those who do not speak
Spanish are often mistakenly categorized as from another country and the government
neglects to track the numbers.148 The DGSP says there are 44 indigenous prisoners out of
11,270, but the figure is estimated by others to be much higher—up to 25% of certain
prison peoplesss.149
Geographic and Linguistic Isolation from Equal Justice for the Indigenous
60. Equal access to justice for the indigenous is impeded by the distance from the
provincial capitals.

They must often relocate in order to attend to their judicial

obligations, a consideration that would likely lead to increased incidents of unjustified
pretrial detention.

Additionally, non-Spanish speaking indigenous peopless are

disadvantaged because there are very few interpreters.150 Relatives have to travel farther
to maintain relationships and often can’t afford phone contact. There is no cellular
service in many rural areas.151
Overcrowding of Facilities
61. Overcrowding is well known and admitted by the government of Panama and
compromises all aspects of living conditions by increasing the number of peoples using
resources intended for less.
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62. According to the DGSP, as of February 1, 2010, 10,342 occupy Panama’s
prisons meant to hold 7,145.152

There are only eleven general practitioners, one

gynecologist, and one psychiatrist for ten-thousand inmates.153 There is a shortage of
food and the food prisoners are given is sometimes raw or decomposing.154 In order to
maintain proper nutrition, prisoners must pay extra.

Those from impoverished

backgrounds, like the indigenous, are most at risk for going without enough food.155
Several inspections by the Ombudsman have found that prisons, even those that are not
overcrowded, lack essential sanitary infrastructure and fecal matter is deposited in plastic
bags or whatever containers are accessible. Other shortages include the lack of medicine
for the estimated 1 in 10 prisoners with HIV or AIDS. The poor ventilation leads to a
rapid spread of tuberculosis and other ailments.156 Widespread prisoner on prisoner and
guard on prisoner violence is another result of too many prisoners in each facility and the
shortage of staff.157
Pre-trial detention
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63. At least 57 percent of prisoners are pretrial detainees.158 Pretrial detentions
are often prolonged and sometimes more than the maximum sentence for the alleged
crime.159 The problem continues in part because of the inquisitorial system and the use of
corrupt administrative judges with little legal training. Outside of Panama City, this is a
major problem. Sentencing is guided by wealth and ability to pay fines. Since the
indigenous peoples are generally poor and living in rural areas they are likely much more
affected than others.160
64. Even if the judges are not corrupt, they may choose to detain those awaiting
trial because they have no other alternatives to be able to ensure their presence at trial.
There is an “electric monitoring bracelet pilot project” that aims to allow a detainee to
stay at home during an investigation. If implemented, this could be an effective way to
combat the overcrowding and excessive pretrial detention violations.161
Mental and Physical Abuse
65. There were 128 official complaints of mental and physical abuse from 19992008, though prisoners expressed fear of retaliation if they complained. Because the
National Police are the alleged abusers and work closely with the prosecutors who would
investigate and prosecute violations, this fear is justified and the abuse is likely worse
than the official record.162 Official complaints include many beatings, partial suffocation
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and the use of electric shocks.163 Since the National Police often act as gap fillers in the
staffing of civilian guards positions, they lack the training to prevent abuses.164
Recommendations
•

Employ indigenous prison and ombudsman personnel capable of communicating with
and sufficiently identifying the needs of non-Spanish speaking indigenous peopless

•

Include a count of the indigenous peopless as a subset of those incarcerated in future
censuses.

•

Provide resources within the indigenous communities that help maintain family
relationships with incarcerated individuals (for ex. cellular telephone towers).

•

Continue the development of programs to decrease pretrial detention.
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